



Can We Allow Ourselves to Stand by
and Watch the Miseries of the Disaster
Victims and the Poor ??
An Imaginary Test of Adam Smith
on the Great Earthquake in China
??????? ?
We(Europeans) must not stand by and watch the disaster victims
and the poor within \the European world" (European moral community).
But we allow ourselves to stand when those involved are outsiders of
the European world, such as Chinese and Japanese with whom we have
no intercouse and whose happiness and misery do not depend on our
conduct.
We(mankind) think we are individually but one of the multitude
who are in no respect better than any other person in it, and so we
naturally sympathize with the other people's conditions of life. When
the con°ict between our personal moral virtues and the national interest
(i.e. prosperity of the nation) occurs, it is Smith's opinion that we must
prefer the latter to the former. Smith says that our good-o±ces can not
be extented to any wider society than that of our own country, though
our good-will may embrace the immensity of the universe. Hypocrisy,
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1) Adam Smith, The Theory of the Moral Sentiments, London, 1759, repr. by Oxford
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\moral" \evil", \nature", \sentiment" ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
3) John Locke, A Letter concerning Toleration, London, 1689. Voltaire, Trait¶e sur
la tol¶erance, 1763.
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?????????????? we are but one of the multitude, in no























































4) ??????????????????????????? 20 ?? 1 ???????????
??????????????????????????????? 20 ? 1 ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????2011 ??170 ?????????
??????????????????????? 20 ?? 1 ???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
5) 2011 ? 9 ? 17 ???????????????????????????????????
???????????? \99%" ???????????????????????????









































































???In neither case does our regard for the individuals arise from regard
for the multitude: but in both cases our regard for the multitude is
compounded and made up of the particular regards which we feel for the



















??????????????????????????T. Hobbes, Leviathan, London,




















??????????????????????? the great mob of mankind?
????????????????????????????????226/488??
??????????????????????the rich and the powerful?


























































































?????? ??????????2005 ??? 1 ?? 4 ???????????????
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?????? 69 ?? 3 ?










































































































































































































































































































????????????????????The want of proper indignation
is a most essential defect in the manly character???243/521???????
????????????







































































































































































12) Bernard Mandeville, The Fables of the Bees: or, Private Vices, Publick Bene¯ts,
London, 1714.
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